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EXPLICATION GUIDELINES 
 

Choose any short poem or selection from any of the poetry we have read this quarter so far. 
Explicate & make a claim about what the text is arguing.  
 
 

REQUIREMENTS: 
 

- You must write original papers in accordance with MLA guidelines. No plagiarism. 
 

- I am willing to look at drafts in office hours only. If you can’t meet during my hours, we 
can schedule another appointment.  
 

- If your paper is turned in any time after the due date/time, then a full letter-grade will be 
deducted for every day late.  
 

- You must email me an attached copy of your paper before or on the day it is due in a 
.doc or .docx format. Any other format (. txt, .r t f , etc.) will not be accepted.  

 
WHAT’S AN EXPLICATION? 
 
Explication is a mode, or a means, of writing about literature that analyzes how structure and 
language work together with ideas and meaning in the passage.  However, this analysis moves 
beyond mere identification of structures (images, symbols, word choice, sentence structure, tone, 
style, etc.) and meaning (theme) to make an argument about the passage.  The argument must 
relate specifically to the passage/poem itself, rather than reiterating the overarching cultural issues.   
 
How is explication done? 
The first step in explication is “close reading.”   Close reading means active reading that pays 
attention to the structure of the passage vocabulary, imagery, sentence structure, as well as the 
meaning of the passage.  Close reading asks “what” and “how” of a passage: what does the 
passage say (meaning) and how does the passage say it (structure).   
 
The second step in explication is constructing the argument. There is no formula for constructing 
the perfect explication argument, but analyzing whether the passage displays, supports, works 
against, or undermines the larger themes in the text often provides a good beginning. You are 
making a claim about what the text is arguing via literary methods and devices.  
 
Words of Caution : Explication is not summary.  Explication is not paraphrasing or restating 
the passage in your own words.  Both of these steps may be helpful in determining what you 
want to argue about the passage, but they are not in and of themselves adequate as explications 
because they do not provide a closely argued analysis of the text. 
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What should an explication include? 
 
The goal of the explication will be the argument, but some context should also be included along 
with the specific evidence from the passage used to support the argument.  Here are a few 
general guidelines for what to include in an explication: 

- Title of the work, author’s name 
- Characters involved and the speaker (if applicable) 
- Brief discussion of the context of the passage as well as an introduction to the larger 

theme or cultural issue that the argument will address 
- Argument: assert how the passage works with respect to the theme/issue  
- Specif ic evidence to support the argument, including as applicable 

o Analysis of specific words, figures of speech, sentence structure 
o Analysis of images, symbols, tone, character description 
o Use only the evidence necessary to support your argument—not everything you 

notice in terms of specific structure will provide quality support for your focus  


